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Activity Plan for Anti-Ragging Week (11 August – 18 August 2023) 

  

S. No. Name of Activity Responsibility Target Tentative Date 

1. Anti Ragging 
awareness during 

the Orientation 
Programme 

Registrar, NCU First-year 
students 
across all 
Schools 

10 August 

2. Debate 
Competition 

SOL 

(Rotaract Club) 

NCU students 16 August 

3. Awareness 
Campaign 

MDE 

(Chetna Club) 

First-year 
students 
across all 
Schools 

11 August 

4. Slogan Writing SOM 

(Manovriti Club) 

NCU students 17 August 

5. Poster Making 

(Digital/Handmade) 

CSE 

(Udaan & IEEE 
Club) 

NCU students 12 August-
15 August 

6. Awareness though 
Social Media 

Dr. Anshu  NCU students 11 August-
18 August 

7. Pledge Mentors of 
First-year 
students 

(Pledge, link of 
short films will 
be shared by Dr 

Anshu) 

First-year 
students 
across all 
Schools 

11 August-
18 August 8. Show short films & 

Distribution of 
Leaflets 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Anti-Ragging Campaign at The NorthCap University 

 

The NorthCap University (NCU) is committed to ensuring a safe and welcoming environment 

for all students. Ragging, a menace in many educational institutions, is strictly prohibited at 

NCU. This report highlights the various initiatives undertaken by NCU to maintain a ragging-

free campus.  

As per UGC directives, the week from 11th -18th August 2023 was dedicated to taking anti-

ragging measures and spreading awareness among students of NCU. The initiatives were 

spearheaded under the aegis of the Registrar's Office and the University's Student Activities and 

Leadership Cell. The activities under the campaign were coordinated centrally by Dr Anshu 

Malhotra and Dr Shrutimita Mehta.  

Ragging poses a significant threat to students' physical and emotional well-being, and at NCU, 

our top priority is to create a campus environment where students can pursue their studies free 

from any form of intimidation, humiliation, or harm. To achieve this, the university has 

conducted extensive awareness campaigns through social media posts. These posts include 

informational graphics, videos, and testimonials from students who have had positive 

experiences at NCU. By leveraging the power of social media platforms, we have reached a 

wide audience, including current and prospective students, parents, and the general public.  

Mentoring is crucial in ensuring new students feel welcome and safe on campus. NCU organizes 

mentoring sessions for the new batch of students where the importance of a ragging-free campus 

is emphasized, and students are encouraged to report any incidents or concerns they may have.  

The orientation program at NCU includes a special address by the Registrar. In this address, the 

Registrar not only welcomed the new students but also shared the university's commitment to 

maintaining a ragging-free campus. The Registrar emphasized the severe consequences of 

engaging in ragging activities and encouraged students to contribute to a positive campus 

atmosphere. 

Under the Student Activities and Leadership Cell, various student clubs organize activities that 

promote a ragging-free campus. These activities include Slogan Writing, Poster Making contests 

to visually convey the message against ragging, and Essay Writing competitions to encourage 

students to express their thoughts on the importance of a ragging-free campus. 

The NorthCap University is committed to maintaining a ragging-free campus through a 

multifaceted approach. All our efforts contribute to creating an environment where students can 

thrive without the fear of ragging. As a result, NCU remains a Ragging free Campus education, 

and personal growth is fostered in a safe and supportive atmosphere. The detailed report of all 

activities conducted is as follows: 

 



1. Report on Anti-ragging during Orientation Program 

 

The Orientation program of first year students of B. Tech/BCA/BBA/BALLB was scheduled on 

10th August 2023 in the auditorium. Registrar Commodore Diwakar Tomar NM (Retd.) 

addressed the students about the anti-ragging policy in the university and assure ragging free 

campus. Important contact details, rules and regulations for anti-ragging were discussed. Posters 

on Anti-ragging and committee members of anti-ragging is displayed on notice boards, 

cafeteria, TV screens etc.   

 



 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Report on Debate Competition by SOL 

 

Freedom means the right of people to assemble, organise, and debate openly. ~ Hillary Clinton 

 

The Rotaract club of the NorthCap University organised a debate competition on the 

theme RAGGING - A VIOLENT SOCIAL CONTRACT BETWEEN SENIORS AND 

JUNIORS.  

 

Debates are not just for educational purposes rather these experiences are conducive to life-

changing, cognitive, and presentational skills. We believe providing a platform to young minds 

is like opening a cage of thoughts, this debate would not only help them share their thoughts but 

also get to learn about other perspectives. The platform helped students to express themselves 

by bringing forth their opinions, we had a wonderful experience listening to the participants and 

learning how they interpreted the theme for the debate. 10 minutes were provided to the 

participants to gather their thoughts in favour or against the motion which was decided on the 

spot via draw of lots. Viewing the enthusiasm, we increased the speaking time to 2 minutes and 

30 seconds and interjecting time to 1 minute and 30 seconds. All the participants showed respect 

towards each other and carried out debating discipline. Everyone was best in their own way, 

and with a lot of discussion and deliberation, we came down to 5 finalists, who put their best 

foot forward and eventually the debate ended up with the best one winning. 

  

Name of participants:  

 

 1. Parul Yadav - 22csu401 

 2. Priyanshi Arora - 22csu393 

 3. Harshita - 22llb006 

 4. Yash Rana - 22llb062 

 5. Vipin Chander Yadav - 22llb038 

 6. Eva saini – 20llb088 

 7. kshitij Wasan - 22bcom39 



 8. Tanmay - 20llb037 

 9. Garv Batra - 22llb041 

 10. Piyush Rao - 21bba074  

 11. Aman Choudhary - 21bba083 

 12. Harshit Jain - 21bba074 

 13. Adil Raja - 21bba091 

 14. Jai Inder Yadav - 21llb018 

 15. Keshav Sharma - 22llb042  

 16. Dhruvansh Rai - 22llb072  

 17. Moksh Dhupar - 22llb031  

 

 FINALISTS  

 1. Parul Yadav - 22csu401 

 2. Priyanshi Arora - 22csu393 

 3. Yash Rana - 22llb062 

 4. Vipin Chander Yadav - 22llb038 

 5. Eva saini - 20llb088 

 

Winners:  

1st prize : Parul Yadav - 22csu401 

2nd prize: Yash Rana - 22llb062 

3rd prize : Eva Saini - 20llb088 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

3. Awareness Campaign by Chetna Club 

 

Chetna club of NCU spreads awareness on anti-ragging displayed posters on notice boards, 

cafeteria, TV screens etc.   

 

 

 

 



 



 



4. Slogan Writing Competition by MANOVRITI 

 

Date: 17th August 2023 

Time – 12:30 – 1:30 PM 

Venue: NCU Amphitheatre 

Theme of the Competition: Anti-Ragging 

The event was organized on the occasion of the Anti-Ragging Week which is from 12th August 

to 18th August. The theme of all the slogans was Anti-Ragging to send a message to all the 

students about the detrimental effects of ragging with the goal to foster a culture of respect, 

empathy, and inclusivity in educational institutions by inspiring change and creating safer 

environments for the students through thought-provoking slogans. We also aimed to encourage 

students to speak up if they’re a victim of ragging or know someone who is. 

The event began with the Club President, Anannya Goel giving general instructions to the 

participants about competing in the event, informing them about the rules of the competition as 

well as telling them about the goal behind conducting this competition.  

The slogans were written on A-4 size sheets and any form of colors, markers or any other art 

equipment was allowed for writing the slogans. The slogans were unique and original for each 

participant as no phones were allowed to be used during the competition. The participants used 

various beautiful ways including coloring, sketching and calligraphy to present the highly 

thoughtful and insightful slogans.  

1 Community service hour was given to all students who attended the event. All the slogans 

were reviewed by the faculty coordinator judges and students with the top 3 slogans were given 

winner certificates: Anvesha20bap043@ncuindia.edu – First Position 

Tanisha22bap054@ncuindia.edu – Second position 

Vanshi22bap026@ncuindia.edu- Third position 

 

Student Coordinator: Anannya Goyal 

Faculty Coordinators: 

Ms. Harshita Jha 

Ms. Jyotika Goyal 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.  Poster Making Competition by IEEE and UDAAN 
 

Date: 12th – 18th August 2023 

 

Objective: To spread awareness of ANTI-RAGGING WEEK and provide the participants a 

platform to showcase their artistic skills and thoughts regarding this theme in a creative way.  

About the event: 

Udaan, NCU in collaboration with IEEE Humanitarian Activities Committee conducted a Poster 

making event on the theme Anti-Ragging in which students were asked to show their creativity 

and create a digital or a handmade poster. The aim of the event was to make the participants 

aware of the importance of condemning ragging so as to provide a safer environment to new 

students. The event was organised from the 12th – 18th August 2023 i.e during the anti-ragging 

week, providing participants plenty of time to make their contribution to the cause. 

Student Coordinator: 

Riya Saxena  

Manya Jain 

Shubham Jain 

Faculty Coordinator: 

Dr. Srishti Sharma 

Dr. Poonam Chaudhary 

Ms. Bhavana Sharma 



           



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Awareness through social media 

 

Awareness was spread though social media.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Pledge-taking Activity for Students 
 

 

Anti-ragging Session: A pledge-taking and awareness session on Anti-Ragging was held for 

B.Tech (Semester-I) CSE and BCA students to promote a safe and respectful campus 

environment. The session was organized with the objective of sensitizing them about the anti-

ragging rule.  The event spanned 1 hour, consisting of taking the pledge by students, showing 

anti-ragging videos, giving anti-ragging leaflets, and explaining to them about filling out the 

anti-ragging affidavit. 

The videos covered ragging types, legal aspects, reposting channels, and interactive discussions. 

The mentoring session on anti-ragging for first-year BTech students successfully conveyed the 

institution's dedication to creating a secure and respectful environment for all students. By 

raising awareness about the legal, institutional, and policy aspects of ragging prevention, the 

session contributed to fostering a culture of empathy, respect, and responsibility within the 

campus community. 

 

Anti Ragging Pledge: The event is intended to make the students aware of the anti-ragging 

rules and make a pledge to not get involved in any kind of ragging activity. All promised that 

they won’t indulge in Ragging or any form of violent behaviour and will contribute in making 

NCU as “Ragging Free” university. The pledge has several motives:  

1) Ensuring student safety and well-being 

2) Promoting a Healthy academic atmosphere 

3) Fostering respect and dignity 

4) Preventing bullying and harassment 

5) Creating awareness and legal compliance 

6) Building trust and community 

7) Empowerment and long-term change 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The students of the batch of 2023 from the school of law took the anti-ragging pledge. The 

students were guided by faculty coordinators Dr. Unanza Gulzar and Ms. Kanika Kaushik for 

filling up the anti-ragging undertaking on the website www.antiragging.in as mandated by the 

University Grants Commission. Upon filling up of the undertaking, the students generated their 

reference number and downloaded their undertaking affidavit. Thereafter, the students took the 

anti-ragging pledge which was administered by Dr. Unanza Gulzar. Leaflets containing the anti-

ragging pledge, anti-ragging policy of the NorthCap University as well as important phone 

numbers were distributed among the students. The students were sensitized about the 

importance of a healthy and respectable environment for their holistic growth. 





 

 

 

 



Annexure I 

PLEDGE ON ANTI-RAGGING 

 

I promise that I will not indulge in Ragging or any form of violent behaviour. Neither will I 

tolerate being ragged or subjected to violence. I understand that if I am accused of Ragging, the 

responsibility is on me to prove that I am not guilty. 

 

We, the Students, Scholars, Teaching and Administrative staff of this university firmly resolve 

to take a pledge today that we withstand united in making this university “Ragging Free” 

University and we will not involve in ragging either in deed, action and thought in our personal 

lives. We will promote fraternity and brotherhood with dignity to make this university a 

“Ragging Free” university. 

 

 

Video Links 

1. https://youtu.be/BjcynOHs0qQ  

2. https://youtu.be/gSCYsCzOoMs  

3. https://youtu.be/nOiriD_TRBM  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/BjcynOHs0qQ
https://youtu.be/gSCYsCzOoMs
https://youtu.be/nOiriD_TRBM


8. Distribution of Leaflets and showcase of  Short films 

 

On 16th Aug 2023, a formal pledge ceremony was organized for the incoming first-year students. 

The event took place at RN31 and was attended by 50 students. The pledge was administered 

by Dr Preeti Chawla and was undertaken by each student, affirming their commitment to uphold 

a ragging-free environment. A series of anti-ragging videos were screened during the event. 

These videos were carefully selected to sensitize students about the consequences of ragging 

and to raise awareness about its negative impacts on individuals and the academic community. 

The videos were aimed at fostering a culture of respect, empathy, and understanding among 

students. Leaflets were distributed to the students to make them aware about the important rules 

and regulations of the university. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Faculty Coordinators: 

 

Dr. Shrutimita Mehta 

Dr. Anshu Malhotra 

 

 

 

 

 


